Objective To investigate how the relationship of infant weight gain with adolescent body mass index (BMI) differs for individuals born during and before the obesity epidemic era. Design Data from two British birth cohorts, the 1946 National Survey of Health and Development (NSHD, n=4199) and the 2001 Millennium Cohort Study (MCS, n=9417), were used to estimate and compare associations of infant weight gain between ages 0 and 3 years with adolescent outcomes. Main outcome measures BMI Z-scores and overweight/ obesity at ages 11 and 14 years. Results Infant weight gain, in Z-scores, was positively associated with adolescent BMI Z-scores in both cohorts. Non-linearity in the MCS meant that associations were only stronger than in the NSHD when infant weight gain was above −1 Z-score. Using decomposition analysis, betweencohort differences in association accounted for 20%-30% of the differences (secular increases) in BMI Z-scores, although the underlying estimates were not precise with 95% CIs crossing 0. Conversely, between-cohort differences in the distribution of infant weight gain accounted for approximately 9% of the differences (secular increases) in BMI Z-scores, and the underlying estimates were precise with 95% CI not crossing 0. Relative to normal weight gain (change of −0.67 to +0.67 Z-scores between ages 0 and 3 years), very rapid infant weight gain (>1.34), but not rapid weight gain (+0.67 to +1.34), was associated with higher BMI Z-scores more strongly in the MCS (β=0.790; 95% CI 0.717 to 0.862 at age 11 years) than in the NSHD (0.573; 0.466 to 0.681) (p<0.001 for between-cohort difference). The relationship of slow infant weight gain (<−0.67) with lower adolescent BMI was also stronger in the MCS. Very rapid or slow infant weight gain was not, however, more strongly associated with increased risk of adolescent overweight/obesity or thinness, respectively, in the more recently born cohort. Conclusions Greater infant weight gain, at the middle/ upper end of the distribution, was more strongly associated with higher adolescent BMI among individuals born during (compared with before) the obesity epidemic. Combined with a secular change towards greater infant weight gain, these results suggest that there are likely to be associated negative consequences for population-level health and well-being in the future, unless effective interventions are developed and implemented.
InTRODuCTIOn
The obesity epidemic is a major public health threat. 1 In the UK, we have previously demonstrated a secular trend towards higher body mass index (BMI) at increasingly younger ages, such that, by adolescence, overweight/obesity prevalence is already two to three times higher in cohorts born into, compared with before, the obesity epidemic. 2 This is particularly concerning given evidence that adolescent obesity tracks into and across adulthood and is associated with the development of various non-communicable disease risk factors. [3] [4] [5] [6] Rapid infant weight gain, most commonly defined as upward crossing through one UK centile band in the first few years of life, has consistently been found to be associated with increased risk of overweight/obesity in childhood, adolescence and adulthood. [7] [8] [9] [10] Further, the relationship of infant weight gain with subsequent obesity is stronger than that for most other risk factors, 11 12 and after accounting for infant weight gain, in addition to sex and birth weight, other risk factors (eg, maternal BMI and gestational diabetes) do not substantially improve obesity prediction. 8 13-15 It is possible, therefore,
What is already known on this topic?
► By adolescence, overweight/ obesity prevalence in the United Kingdom is already 2-3 times greater in cohorts born into (compared to before) the obesity epidemic. ► Rapid infant weight gain is associated with greater body mass index (BMI) later in life and increased risk for overweight/ obesity. ► However, it is unknown whether or not these associations are accentuated for individuals born during, compared to before, the obesity epidemic.
What this study adds?
► Greater infant weight gain, at the middle/ upper-end of the distribution, was more strongly associated with higher adolescent BMI in the 2001 than 1946 British birth cohort. ► Using decomposition analysis, this betweencohort difference in strength of association accounted for 23% of the difference (secular increase) in BMI at age 11 years between 1957 and 2012. ► Very rapid infant weight gain (> two centile bands) was more strongly related to greater adolescent BMI (but not overweight/ obesity) in the 2001 cohort.
that rapid infant weight gain contributed to the development of the obesity epidemic, and evidence of this would be indicated by a change over time in the distribution of infant weight gain and/ or its association with future BMI. Rugholm et al 16 tested this idea for birth weight but found no evidence that changes in its distribution or effect explained the secular increase in childhood overweight in Denmark, thereby strengthening the rationale for examining postnatal growth.
Using two British birth cohorts, we aimed to examine how the relationship of infant weight gain with adolescent BMI differs for individuals born during, compared with before, the obesity epidemic era. Evidence of a strengthening association over time would indicate that the adverse consequences of rapid infant weight gain might be accentuated in obesogenic environments.
MeThODS

Study samples
The 1946 National Survey of Health and Development (NSHD) is based on a sample (n=5362) born in 1 week in March 1946 in England, Scotland and Wales, comprising all singleton births from women with husbands in non-manual and agricultural employment and a random selection of one in four singleton births to women with husbands in manual employment. [17] [18] [19] Twins/triplets (n=522), non-white ethnicity participants (n=3207) and individuals from Northern Ireland (n=1881) in the 2001 MCS were removed to improve comparability with the 1946 NSHD. Individuals without a single measurement of adolescent BMI (see the Outcomes section) were also dropped (NSHD n=1163; MCS n=3791). The resulting sample size in each study (NSHD n=4199; MCS n=9417) represents more than 80% of the individuals still participating at the most recent sweep used in this paper.
exposure
Birth weights were extracted from medical records in the 1946 NSHD and were collected from the main carer in the 2001 MCS at the first sweep. Reported birth weights in the 2001 MCS have been shown to demonstrate a high level of agreement with registration data. 20 Subsequently, weight was measured at 2 and 4 years of age in the 1946 NSHD and 3 years of age in the 2001 MCS. All measurements were converted to Z-scores according to the WHO Child Growth Standards. 21 Linear interpolation was used to estimate weight Z-score at age 3 years (ie, Z-score at 4 years -Z-score at 2 years/2) in the 1946 NSHD. A continuous exposure was then calculated as change in infant weight Z-score between ages 0 and 3 years in both studies. A categorical exposure was also computed to identify infants with slow (<−0.67 Z-scores), normal (−0.67 to +0.67), rapid (+0.67 to +1.34) and very rapid weight gain (>+1.34). A change of 0.67 or 1.34 Z-scores represents shifting upward/downward through 1 or 2, respectively, UK centile bands.
Outcomes
Weight and height were measured at sweeps at ages 11 and 14-15 years in the 1946 NSHD and ages 11 and 14 years in the 2001 MCS. Herein, we refer to ages 11 and 14 years in both studies for ease. BMI was calculated as weight (kg)/height (m) 2 and BMI Z-scores were computed according to the WHO Child Growth References. 22 Thinness, overweight and obesity were defined according to the International Obesity Task Force cut-offs. [23] [24] [25] 
Potential confounders
In addition to birth weight Z-score and sex, maternal BMI and socioeconomic position (SEP) were considered. Maternal BMI was based on self-reported weight and height at age 6 years in the 1946 NSHD, and prepregnancy weight and height self-reported by the mothers at age 9 months in the 2001 MCS. SEP was indicated by the father's occupation at age 11 years, classified according to the Registrar General's Social Class (I professional, II managerial and technical, IIIN skilled non-manual, IIIM skilled manual, IV partly skilled and V unskilled). In order to minimise missing data, mother-figure occupational class was used in the 2001 MCS where no father-figure was present in the household (n=1703).
Statistical analysis
To account for missing information (table 1), analytical models were applied to multiple-imputed data (see online supplementary appendix for full details). Briefly, imputation of 20 data sets was performed for each cohort separately using chained equations, before fitting the analytical models and combining estimates.
General linear regression models were used to test the associations of both the continuous and categorical infant weight gain exposures, separately, with adolescent BMI Z-scores. A consistent non-linear relationship (stronger at the middle/upper end of the exposure distribution) between infant weight Z-score change and adolescent BMI Z-scores was found in exploratory analyses in the 2001 MCS. This non-linearity was parameterised, in both cohorts for comparability, using linear splines; a knot point of −1 Z-score was chosen pragmatically based on visual inspection of the regression curves as the point where the associations changed. This approach results in two linear terms which are easily interpretable, so was preferred over other functions used to fit smooth curves (eg, restricted cubic splines). Multinomial logistic regression models were developed to test the associations of the categorical infant weight gain exposure with adolescent overweight/obesity and thinness compared with normal weight; estimates are presented as relative risk ratios. After running unadjusted models, adjustments were made (1) for birth weight Z-score, sex and exact age of outcome assessment, and then (2) additionally for maternal BMI and father's occupational class. For parsimony, occupational class was converted to cohort-specific ridit scores; associated regression estimates capture the difference in outcome between the lowest and highest SEP, termed the slope index of inequality. 26 All regression models were stratified by cohort, and between-cohort differences were subsequently estimated and tested for statistical significance against the t-distribution, with the null hypothesis that they were equal to 0.
To understand the extent to which any difference between cohorts in the relationship of infant weight gain with adolescent BMI might explain the secular increase in adolescent BMI, Blinder-Oaxaca three-way decomposition was employed. 27 Briefly, this technique decomposes the difference in mean linear predictions between two groups (from separate regression models) into (1) the part due to different characteristics (ie, values of the independent variables), (2) the part due to different coefficients (ie, strengths of association), and (3) an interaction term that measures the simultaneous effect of differences in characteristics and coefficients, which is essentially error. The decomposition was applied using the fully adjusted infant weight Z-score Adolescent health change and adolescent BMI Z-scores regression models, and we present characteristics, coefficients and interaction estimates for infant weight Z-score change.
As sensitivity analyses, all models were refitted three times, first, using infant weight Z-score change variables (between ages 0-2 and 0-4 years) in the 1946 NSHD that did not rely on interpolated data, second using sampling weights that account for the survey designs of the studies, and third using only complete cases (ie, no missing data).
All procedures were performed in Stata V.14.
ReSulTS
Adolescent overweight/obesity was more prevalent in the 2001 MCS compared with the 1946 NSHD (eg, 26.3% vs 8.8% at age 11 years), as was very rapid infant weight gain (17.5% vs 13.9%) (table 1) . Adjustment of regression models did not substantially change the results, so the unadjusted exposure estimates are shown in online supplementary tables 3-5 and only the fully adjusted exposure estimates are reported here; estimates for the potential confounders are shown in online supplementary tables 6-8.
Infant weight Z-score change was positively associated with adolescent BMI Z-scores at both time points and in both cohorts (table 2) . Within the 2001 MCS, the associations were, however, stronger at the middle/upper end of the exposure distribution. For example, at age 11 years, the estimate was 0.349 (95% CI 0.253 to 0.495) if infant weight change was less than −1 Table 5 shows the results of the decomposition analysis. The differences between cohorts in the mean linear predictions, using the models in table 2, capture the extent to which adolescent BMI was higher in the 2001 MCS compared with the 1946 NSHD. The characteristics reflect the increase in BMI Z-score in the 1946 NSHD if that cohort had the same infant weight Z-score change values as the 2001 MCS. This part of the decomposition, therefore, demonstrates that 9% (ie, 0.051/0.561) of the between-cohort difference (ie, secular increase) in adolescent BMI at age 11 years was due to a change in the distribution of infant weight gain. Coefficients reflect the increase in BMI Z-score in the 1946 NSHD when applying the 2001 MCS coefficients to the 1946 NSHD infant weight Z-score change values. This part of the decomposition, therefore, demonstrates that 23% (ie, 0.127/0.561) of the difference was due to a change in the relationship of infant weight gain with adolescent BMI. Results for BMI age at 14 years also showed that the estimated secular increase was more due to a change in the effect of infant 
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weight gain than its distribution. Note, however, that the estimates for the coefficients were less precise than those for the characteristics, with 95% CI crossing 0. Results did not noticeably change in sensitivity analyses (data not shown).
DISCuSSIOn
There is a paucity of knowledge on how the consequences of early-life risk factors for overweight/obesity and adiposity-related diseases might have changed over time. We investigated the relationship of infant weight gain with adolescent BMI in two cohorts, one born in 1946, well before the obesity epidemic era, and one born in 2001, well into the obesity epidemic era. The key finding was that (1) greater infant weight gain, at the middle/ upper end of the distribution, was more strongly associated with higher adolescent BMI in the more recently born cohort, and that (2) this between-cohort difference in strength of association accounted for 20%-30% of the estimated between-cohort difference (ie, secular increase) in adolescent BMI, although the underlying estimates were not precise with 95% CI crossing 0. In terms of clinically relevant groups, very rapid infant weight gain (>2 centile bands) was more strongly related to higher adolescent BMI in the 2001 cohort compared with the 1946 cohort. The same was not true for overweight/obesity outcomes, although this may reflect a lack of power due to the relatively small number of overweight/obese adolescents within each infant weight gain category in the 1946 NSHD (eg, n=52 with very rapid infant weight gain and overweight/obesity at age 11 years, using observed data).
Our results also demonstrate a shift over time in the distribution of infant weight Z-score change, such that average values and variation were greater in the 2001 MCS (mean 0.29, SD 1.25) compared with the 1946 NSHD (mean 0.20, SD 1.11). The greater variation might go some way to explaining why the associations of both slow and very rapid infant weight gain, with adolescent BMI, were more pronounced in the more recently born cohort. This change in distribution also contributed to the secular increase in adolescent BMI, but to a lesser yet more precisely estimated extent than the observed change in strength of association. The key findings were observed despite adjusting for potential confounders, which could have biased the estimated associations more so in one cohort than the other, for example, due to higher maternal BMI in the 2001 MCS than the 1946 NSHD. Further research is therefore required to understand why the relationship of infant weight gain with adolescent obesity appears to have strengthened over time. If this phenomenon is not explained by different confounding structures, then we need to understand the underlying biological mechanism(s). It may be, for example, that the composition (fat vs fat-free mass) of infant weight gain (and thus its relationship with future BMI) has changed over time or that genetic regulation of the overweight/obesity development process has strengthened. [28] [29] [30] It is well known that rapid infant weight gain is a risk factor for subsequent overweight/obesity, [7] [8] [9] [10] and evidence in the present paper strengthens the rationale for targeting rapid infant weight gain as part of obesity prevention programmes. Because of tracking, 3 the observed between-cohort difference in adolescent BMI (due to infant weight gain) may not attenuate substantially/quickly with age and may have long-term consequences for health. Results of a recently published responsive parenting intervention (including messages about infant feeding, sleep hygiene, active social play, emotion regulation and growth record education) to prevent rapid infant weight gain have been promising. 31 Longer term follow-up is, however, needed to understand whether or not such interventions to prevent rapid infant weight gain also translate into reduced risk of childhood, adolescent and adulthood obesity and related diseases.
In a meta-analysis of individual-level data on 47 661 participants from 10 cohort studies, Druet et al 8 found little evidence of heterogeneity in the effect of infant weight gain between birth and age 1 year on childhood obesity. Between-study differences (eg, in population and age at outcome assessment) may have, however, masked any secular trend. The possibility of such masking was limited in the present paper by conducting coordinated analysis of comparable, harmonised data (eg, adolescent BMI at similar ages) collected on two comparable birth cohort studies (eg, both designed to be nationally representative at booking) initiated 55 years apart. For the same reason, it is unlikely that our key findings are attributable to fundamental differences in design between the two studies.
In terms of limitations, BMI is only an indicator of adiposity, and it is possible that our findings reflect a stronger effect of infant weight gain on fat-free mass (instead of/in addition to fat mass) in the more recently born cohort. 32 33 The 1946 NSHD cohort was, of course, recruited following the Second World War and during a period of rationing, but because rapid weight gain following undernutrition is related to increased risk for obesity, 34 35 the specific time course of the older cohort may have been more likely to produce null findings than alternative findings. The inclusion of additional British birth cohorts born between 1946 and 2001 could have improved robustness, but unfortunately the first measurements of weight (after birth) in the 1958 and 1970 cohorts are at ages 7 and 10 years, respectively. Even in the 1946 NSHD, interpolation was required to estimate weight at age 3 years. This could have potentially biased the reported associations, but sensitivity analyses, using infant weight gain variables (between ages 0-2 and 0-4 years) that did not use interpolated data, suggest that this is unlikely. It is, however, possible that the age range used to define infancy (ie, 0-3 years) is not the most important for weight gain (and its consequences for subsequent BMI) and results might have been different if we studied another period (eg, 0-1 year) . 36 Systematic patterns of missing data could have also biased the results, but this problem was addressed using multiple imputation.
In conclusion, our results show how the relationship of infant weight gain with adolescent BMI in Great Britain was stronger among a cohort born into the obesity epidemic (compared with a cohort born well before the obesity epidemic). The adverse consequences of gaining too much weight during infancy might, therefore, be more pronounced for recent and future generations than previously thought based on analyses of historical birth cohort studies. Combined with a secular change towards greater infant weight gain, these results suggest that there are likely to be associated negative consequences for population-level health and well-being in the future, unless effective interventions are developed and implemented.
